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Preface

Teachers in inclusive classrooms regularly face the difficult task of hav-
ing to modify the curriculum to reach all of their students, many of
whom have special needs. Students with disabilities, whether physical,
emotional, or cognitive in nature, respond to the curriculum different-
ly from other students. For example, depending on the disability itself
and other factors affecting their ability to succeed academically, stu-
dents may need modifications such as advance and graphic organizers,
instructional scaffolding, additional practice and time to complete
assignments, and/or alternative media (e.g., large-print materials,
audiotapes, or electronic materials). Without specific modifications, the
standard curricular materials can be inadequate for these students, and
too frequently they can find themselves blocked from access to essen-
tial aspects of the curriculum. Teachers must adjust the materials or
their presentation to break down the barriers and assist these students
in learning.

The IDEA Amendments of 1997 require that students with disabil-
ities have access to the general education curriculum. This legislative
requirement makes the accessibility of curricular materials an issue of
even greater importance than it otherwise would be. To meet the goal
of equal access to the curriculum for everyone, to enable each student
to engage with his or her lessons in a meaningful way, teachers must be
prepared to provide useful alternatives in terms of both curricular
materials and instructional delivery. Well-adapted materials without an
effective method of teaching are practically useless, but with theprop-
er tools and instructional methods, a good teacher encourages each
member of the class to participate directly in the learning experience.

Unfortunately, teachers who have to work with standard, off-the-
shelf curricular materials usually have little time to develop accommo-
dations for their classes. They need a guidebook that outlines success-
ful adaptation strategies in clear, concise language, something that



demonstrates the link between purpose and procedure for a teacher in
a classroom of diverse learners. This ERIC/OSEP Mini-Library was
designed to fill the gap for educators who are already engaged in cur-
riculum adaptations as well as those who have not yet begun. The three
volumes in this series

Outline the conceptual strategies behind instructional adaptations.

Present characteristics of classroom materials that allow for effec-
tive adaptations.

Illustrate those adaptations in brief, process-oriented chapters and
vignettes. The adaptations describe best or promising practices that
are based upon relevant special education research.

The Mini-Library consists of three books:

1. An introductory overview on general principles of adaptation of
curricular materials, written by Edward J. Kame'enui and Deborah
Simmons of the University of Oregon.

2. A volume on adaptation for kindergarten through fifth grade,
using the content areas of reading and math, by Jeanne Shay
Schumm of the University of Miami.

3. A volume on adaptation in grades three through eight, in language
arts, social studies, and science, by Jean Schumaker and Keith Lenz
of the University of Kansas.

Clearly, three short volumes cannot cover the range of disabilities
and other diverse learning needs that teachers have to confront. We
have limited our consideration to mild cognitive disabilities and have
focused on adapting materials rather than on delivery (although in
practice the two go hand in hand). For those who wish to read more
about adaptations, the books provide references to additional resources
on effective teaching methods and research.

A Word on Universal Design

This Mini-Library proceeds from the assumption that teachers who
have to adapt instruction for their students usually don't have a say in
choosing the curriculum or designing the materials before they are
expected to use them. This series of publications offers the means to
facilitate that process. If the developers of curricular materials antici-
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pated some of the needs that teachers face in inclusive classrooms, such
as students who read below grade level or who have organizational or
attention-deficit problems, and if they then designed accommodations
for these needs into the materials, that would free up teachers to devote
more time to teaching and less to adapting the curriculum. While this
may sound like an ideal situation, actually it is neither unrealistic nor
far in the future of public school classrooms. Over the past few years,
there has been a concerted effort in special education to promote cur-
ricular materials with built-in adaptations, particularly in digital
media, that are flexible and customizable. Known as universal design for
learning, the movement is based on the principles behind the universal
design movement for access to products and environments for all
users, regardless of sensory or physical disabilities.

The educational strategies behind universal design for learning
basically underlie any sort of classroom adaptations. When a teacher
adapts a curriculum, she or he works to accommodate as many student
needs as possible by developing an array of potential supports. An
unadapted curriculum generally is one-size-fits-all, but adapted mate-
rials can be tailored to the students. In this way, universally designed
materials can accommodate students where they need it, but those sup-
ports are incorporated during the development phase, rather than hav-
ing to be added after the fact. The same strategies that teachers use to
adapt inefficient or inconsiderate materials go into universally
designed curricular materials. A history text, for example, is written to
include graphic organizers and strategic questions to help students
who would find a typical text inaccessible but also to provide a chal-
lenge for those who would otherwise find it boring or unengaging. A
digital reading program can highlight the text word for word or sen-
tence by sentence for students who have difficulty following along by
themselves, or it can say the words out loud for those who need more
familiarity with the sounds of what they read. Such adaptations could
be designed and provided by teachersand this Mini-Library pro-
vides a number of successful examplesbut the more resources that
come packaged with the curriculum, the greater its flexibility and the
less it has to be modified by the teacher.

Although materials that incorporate aspects of universal design
have yet to become routine in schools, school districts in several states
already are using preadapted books and digital media in their class-
rooms. For example, under a Department of Education grant, the
Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) is currently working
with the State of New Hampshire to study the potential of technology
to promote literacy for all students. This project, now implemented in
16 New England schools, uses a CD-ROM-based instructional pro-
gram, WiggleWorks, that employs principles of universal design for
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learning. Other states, such as Texas and California, are using such
preadapted, technology-supported programs for curriculum delivery.
As technology inevitably plays an increasingly central instructional
role, the concept of universal design for learning will gain prominence.

A Final Word on Adaptations

No computer or other classroom tool, no adapted materials can ever
take the place of the teacher. Without an informed and dedicated
teacher directing the learning, without someone who knows the stu-
dents well enough to know what barriers to break down and where
and how much to challenge a student, then even the best tools will be
useless. Universally designed and adapted curricular materials are
intended to provide teachers with more time and better means to get
the job done, not to do the job for them.
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1

Introduction:
From Physical to Cognitive
AccessBuilding Cognitive

Ramps and Scaffolds

Today, gaining physical access to schools and classrooms for students
with disabilities is no longer the legal issue it was more than 20 years
ago. For all practical purposes, students with disabilities now have
ready and deliberate access to schools and to general education class-
rooms. In the short span of 2 decades since the passage of Public Law
94-142 (the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975), spe-
cial education has moved beyond merely gaining physical access to
general education schools and classrooms. Kauffman and Hallahan
(1997) argued that "[access] also involves the methods, materials, and
equipment used in instruction, the particular students being taught,
the teacher or teachers who provide instruction, and the tasks students
are asked to perform" (p. 336).

Simply providing physical access to general education does not
ensure that students with disabilities will gain cognitive access to the
content of the general education curriculum. For these students to gain
cognitive access to general education content, attention must be given
to the "architectural" requirements of the general education content.
Furthermore, to provide students with disabilities a reasonable chance
of being successful with this content, we must find effective ways to
make the content accessible, memorable, and sustainable.

Providing cognitive access to curriculum materials is akin to creat-
ing a ramp that provides physical access to a building for a student in
a wheelchair. For physical access to the building, the ramp must be spe-

1
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cially designed for that particular building; using a standard ramp sim-
ply will not do. Minimum criteria for ramps are applied to the particu-
lar building to which access is needed. Some buildings require greater
adaptations than others, depending on specific features.

Likewise, the cognitive "ramps" that allow students to gain access
to the curriculum must be geared to the architecture of the informa-
tionthe particular characteristics of what is to be learned. Specifically,
educators and developers of educational tools must begin by adhering
to minimum criteria for well-designed curricula and instruction.
Although minimum criteria cannot address the needs of the full range
of learnersjust as a standard ramp design cannot provide access to all
buildingsthey can ensure that the majority of students have access to
the information to be learned. For a small percentage of students, fur-
ther adaptation of the curriculum may be necessary for access to the
general education content.

Modifying and adapting instructional materials are unavoidable
because no one educational tool is accessible to, and usable by, all stu-
dents, regardless of ability. Many educational tools, however, fail to
reflect what we know about basic instructional design and effective
instruction. Toward that end, if we intend for all students with disabil-
ities to gain cognitive access to general education content, these cogni-
tive ramps and scaffolds must first be made accessible to general and
special education teachers, curriculum specialists, and other stake-
holders charged with the design and delivery of instruction to all chil-
dren. The greater their awareness and working knowledge of these
architectural features of well-designed curricula and instruction, the
better use these stakeholders can make of these resources and the
greater the likelihood that students with disabilities will gain genuine
access to curricular content.

Focus of the Book

The primary focus of this book is on designing the cognitive supports
to instructional materials for students with disabilities in general edu-
cation classrooms. The placement of these students presupposes that
the content and cognitive outcomes of the general education curricu-
lum are attainable and appropriate for them. In a sense, teachers,
administrators, curriculum specialists, and developers and publishers
of curriculum materials must know how to package the information to
be taught so that all students can successfully obtain, rehearse, recall,
apply, and transfer the newly learned information to both routine and
novel learning contexts. The fundamental principles of instructional
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design detailed here should be known by all educators concerned with
making information more accessible to all students, particularly those
with disabilities.

In this chapter we describe the contexts of change, including the
changing demography of learners, which in part has increased the cur-
ricular and instructional complexity that teachers face in general edu-
cation classrooms. In Chapter 2 we define and describe curriculum
design as an important and distinctive requirement to providing cog-
nitive access to general education content. In Chapter 3, we describe six
principles of "effective curriculum design" that we consider essential
to the modification of general education content. These six principles
provide teachers with a "blueprint" for designing and developing cog-
nitive ramps and scaffolds to allow students with disabilities cognitive
access to the general education content. In Chapter 4, we (a) offer a
framework for evaluating and adapting general education curriculum
materials and (b) apply the six curriculum design principles to a range
of general education content, including the areas of beginning reading
and writing.

Student Diversity and
Instructional Complexity

The typical public school classroom has changed dramatically in the
last few decades, and a growing number of students, including those
with disabilities, may not be acquiring basic academic skills and strate-
gies. Never before have the demographics of an individual classroom
presented such a diversity of demands on teachers and the core cur-
riculum. Teachers may find themselves overwhelmed trying to meet
the needs of such diverse learners, particularly in the face of growing
class size and reduced instructional support. Factors such as social
problems, poverty, and deteriorating family structure further compli-
cate the problems. Consequently, the traditional curriculum and tradi-
tional instructional methods are unlikely to address these problems
and meet the diverse needs of the students. It is now more important
than ever to examine the role of curriculum design when trying to
understand why general or unspecialized instruction may be failing
our students. This volume describes how properly designed instruc-
tional tools can be used to increase the probability that information in
general education classrooms will be learned by students with diverse
learning needs.

3
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2
Curriculum Design,

Symbolic (Cognitive) Information,
and Curriculum Access

Although there are many ways to adapt instruction (e.g., increasing
time, presenting information auditorily, reducing the amount or size of
the task, all of which are considered in the other volumes of this series),
the focus of adaptation here is on the architecture of information, or the
curriculum design. Curriculum design refers to the way in which infor-
mation in a particular area (e.g., social studies, science, reading, math-
ematics) is selected, prioritized, sequenced, organized, and scheduled
for instruction.

Symbolic and
Nonsymbolic Information

To appreciate the intricate nature of designing cognitive access to syin-
bolic information, we first have to understand the distinction between
symbolic and nonsymbolic informationin other words, the distinc-
tion between information needed for cognitive tasks and information
needed for motor tasks. Almost all learning and curricula (e.g., reading,
mathematics, social studies, science) require students to manipulate,
acquire, retain, transform, and recall symbolic information. In contrast,
nonsymbolic information requires them to learn physical or motor
tasks, such as picking up a pencil, shooting a basketball, or running
and jumping.

4



TABLE 1
Distinction Between Symbolic and Nonsymbolic Information

Symbolic Information
Example: Reading the word cup

1. Learning processes are covert
and cannot be seen (e.g.,
silently reading a page of
the textbook). Only final
outcomes can be observed.

The phonological, linguistic, and
cognitive processes implicated in
reading the word cup are not
readily observable.

2. Skills related to a task are
sometimes difficult to
identify and demonstrate.

The skills implied by the act of
reading may vary greatly, depend-
ing on a student's cognitive abilities
and perspective about reading in an
alphabetic writing system.

3. Feedback is not obvious in
the execution of the task.

A beginning reader must get feed-
back from the teacher or other
individuals to tell whether his or
her comprehension is accurate.

Nonsymbolic Information
Example: Picking up a cup

1. Learning processes are overt
and can be seen.

The steps in picking up a cup are
public and can be observed. It is not
possible to pick up a cup without
observing the entire act or physical
process.

2. Skills related to a task are
easy to identify and dem-
onstrate.

The steps in picking up a cup follow
a particular sequence and involve a
limited set of physical acts (e.g.,
gripping the cup, holding it tightly,
picking it up, etc.).

3. Feedback is instantaneous
and obvious in the execution
of the task.

To see whether a learner has picked
up the cup correctly, one needs only
to observe the action and the final
response.

Table 1 identifies three critical differences between symbolic and
nonsymbolic information (Kame'enui & Simmons, 1990). The first two
component parts of physical tasks (i.e., the learning processes and the
demonstrable skills) are always public, observable, and easier to iden-
tify than those of symbolic tasks, and the third component (i.e., feed-
back) is more immediate and transparent than is feedback on a sym-
bolic task.

5



By initially designing symbolic tasks in ways that make the com-
ponent skills more overt, a teacher can better gauge whether students
are learning the tasks and can then provide them with immediate prac-
tice and feedback on their developing skills (Kame'enui & Simmons,
1990, pp. 63-64).

For example, we can simplify the complex task of beginning read-
ing in an alphabetic writing system by

1. Providing students with a clear model of the speech sounds for
each letter of the alphabet.

2. Requiring students to say the sounds of each letter in simple word
types such as sat, ran, and tot.

3. Having students "sound out" or decode the words.

4. Then having them read each word the "fast way."

This process relates the symbolic information (i.e., students learning to
understand what they are reading) to nonsymbolic, physical skills (i.e.,
students verbally demonstrating what they are learning).

Curriculum design is the behind-the-scenes activity that appears as
the sequence of objectives, schedule of tasks, components of instruc-
tional strategies, amount and kind of review, number of examples,
amount of teacher direction, and support explicated in teachers' guides
and lesson plans. It is the blueprint for instruction. As such, it can hold
significant potential for teaching students with diverse learning needs.
Conversely, if the blueprint is too general or vague, it can provide little
instructional specification or an inadequate foundation on which stu-
dents are to build further skills and future learning success. For exam-
ple, consider the following directions modified from a current com-
mercial reading program:

Have children look at the illustration of a farm in the picture
and identify some of the animals. Elicit the word dog and write
it on the board. Tell children they will learn about the sound
they hear at the beginning of dog and the letter that stands for
that sound. Ask children to read the first line of the story. Have
them find the word dog and match it with the word on the
board. Then, as you read the words ask children to tell which
word in the pair begins with the same beginning sound as dog.

While this excerpt may seem like an appropriate exercise in begin-
ning reading, the activity makes far too many assumptions about learn-
er preskills, promotes inefficient and ineffective strategies, and relegates
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teaching to an assessment function only. Moreover, for individuals who
have not been prepared to evaluate the architectural features of a cur-
riculum, the more subtle design problems of the activity (e.g., selection
and sequence of examples, scaffolded assistance for students to ease
into a complex problem) may go unnoticed, although the effects on
learners are likely to become evident in their inability to perform the
associated tasks that convey their understanding.

Given the importance of curriculum design in preempting learning
problems, how can a teacher evaluate a curriculum to determine
whether the instructional tool has structured information so that it is
memorable, manageable, and meaningful for students with diverse
learning needs? To answer these questions, we recommend considera-
tion of six principles that the National Center to Improve the Tools of
Educators (NCITE) uses as minimum criteria for evaluating the design
or architecture of curricula. They do not represent a definitive guide to
developing, selecting, or modifying curricula; rather, they are a starting
point for evaluating and selecting instructional tools.1

'Access to Curriculum: Instructional Tools for Students with Learning Difficulties. (1996).
Eugene: University of Oregon. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 402 723)

7
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3
Six Principles of

Effective Curriculum Design

Summary of the Principles

The six instructional principles described in this chapter can guide
teachers as they design tools to promote learning for students with dis-
abilities and diverse learning needs. All too often, tools designed for
the majority of students fail to accommodate the unique characteristics
and needs of those who require alternative means to access the cur-
riculum (e.g., Kame'enui & Simmons, 1990; Simmons & Kame'enui,
1996.) Table 2 summarizes the critical dimensions of the six principles
that serve as minimum criteria for evaluating and adapting instruction
and materials. Detailed explanations and examples of each principle
follow.

I. Big Ideas

The first and most essential adaptation is determining what informa-
tion is most critical for students to learn and adjusting the instruction-
al emphasis of the program. We refer to these instructional priorities as
big ideas. For students in general and students with disabilities in par-
ticular, the sheer amount of information in the general education cur-
riculum imposes extraordinary demands on learning.

The growing amount of information to be learned is a source of
heavy pressure on educators. As Longstreet and Shane (1993) reported
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TABLE 2
Summary of the Critical Dimensions

of the Six Curricular Design Principles

Principle Criteria/Feature

I. Big Ideas
Concepts, princi-
ples, or heuristics
that facilitate the
most efficient and
broad acquisition of
knowledge

II. Conspicuous
Strategies
Useful steps for
accomplishing a
goal or task

III. Mediated
Scaffolding
Instructional guid-
ance provided by
timchers, peers,
materials, or tasks

IV. Strategic
Integration
Integrating
knowledge as a
means of promot-
ing higher-level
cognition

V. Judicious Review
Structured opportu-
nities to recall or
apply previously
taught information

VI. Primed Background
Knowledge
Preexisting infor-
mation that affects
new learning

Focus on essential learning outcomes
Capture rich relationships among concepts
Enable learners to apply what they learn in var-
ied situations
Involve ideas, concepts, principles, and rules
central to higher-order learning
Form the basis for generalization and expansion

Planned
Purposeful
Explicit
Of medium-level application
Most important in initial teaching of concept

Varied according to learner needs or experi-
ences
Based on task (not more than learner needs)
Provided in the form of tasks, content, and
materials
Removed gradually according to learner profi-
ciency

Combines cognitive components of information
Results in a new and more complex knowledge
structure
Aligns naturally with information (i.e., is not
"forced")
Involves meaningful relationships among con-
cepts
Links essential big ideas across lessons within a
curriculum

Sufficient
Distributed over time
Cumulative
Varied
Judicious, not haphazard

Aligns with learner knowledge and expertise
Considers strategic and proximal preskills
Readies learner for successful performance



in their book Curriculum for a New Millennium, it is estimated that by
the late 1990s, the quantity of available information will double every
24 months. In effect, this means that learners in today's schools will be
exposed to more information in a year than their grandparents were in
a lifetime. For students who have difficulty acquiring and maintaining
information, a focus on the most important ideas and concepts seems
pivotal in managing the amount of information in textbooks.

The tendency of educators in the United States to expose students
to a wealth of concepts and information without teaching them to
understand or even put that information into a logical order is not new,
and unfortunately it is not restricted to a particular subject area-. Almost
a decade ago, Porter (1989) discussed the consequences of curricula
that teach for "exposure" and the impending compromises on depth of
understanding. An article in Education Week also profiled the tendency
of U.S. textbooks to emphasize breadth over depth:

We cover lots and lots of things, more than anybody else in the
world, but we don't do anything in great depth. . . . Science
textbooks in the United States typically are two to four times
longer than those in other countries . . . and yet it's just those
constant snippets of information. While some countries expect
13 year olds to cover 10 to 15 scientific topics in depth, U.S.
textbooks rush them through 30 or 40 topics. ("International
Math and Science Study," 1994, p. 10)

Big ideas address the problem of the lack of depth in the curricu-
lum. They are ideas, concepts, or principles that facilitate the most effi-
cient and broadest acquisition of knowledge over the course of a par-
ticular subject (Carnine, 1994). By serving as anchoring concepts
through which "small" ideas (more detailed information or additional
facts) can often be understood, big ideas make it possible for students
to learn as much as they can and learn it as efficiently as possible. For
students with diverse learning needs, these conceptual anchors are
increasingly important in this age of information proliferation.

The principal assumptions of big ideas are that (a) not all curricu-
lum objectives and related instructional activities contribute equally to
academic development and (b) more important information should be
taught more thoroughly than less important information (Carnine,
1994). While some information is fundamental to a subject, other ideas
simply are not essential, particularly for students with diverse learning
needs who face the "tyranny of time" and must catch up with their
peers (Kame'enui, 1993).

Big ideas should be the instructional anchors of programs for stu-
dents with disabilities and diverse learning needs. This doesn't suggest
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that other information should not be taught, simply that it should not
have equal weight with the basic, essential information or be given
equal time. Although educators cannot make major overhauls in
instructional materials, they can (a) identify big ideas and (b) evaluate
lessons to determine the degree of adaptation necessary to ensure ade-
quate instruction and practice of those big ideas.

Big Ideas Analysis

Approach

To determine the big ideas in a subject, educators must rely on two pri-
mary sources: (1) the curriculum content standards of their respective
educational agency and (2) research-based areas of convergence. It is
not teachers' responsibility to identify big ideas, but it is their duty to
be thoroughly familiar with the skills, strategies, and knowledge that
students are expected to demonstrate at specific grades. For example,
in the area of beginning reading there are clear and consistent skills stu-
dents should accomplish in their development of beginning reading
(Committee on the Prevention of Reading Difficulties in Young
Children, 1998). By the end of first grade, students should be able to
segment three- to four-phoneme words auditorily, read three- to four-
letter regular words accurately and fluently, answer literal comprehen-
sion questions, and retell simple stories including basic elements of
story grammar. Once the big ideas or instructional priorities are identi-
fied, an analysis must be conducted of the alignment between learning
expectations and the quality and quantity of instruction and practice in
the instructional materials. Essentially, the focus of the analysis is this:
Will the instruction and practice of the curricular materials result in
students being able to demonstrate the target skill or strategy? To
answer this question, select a representative lesson from a curricular
program and consider the evaluative questions when evaluating or
adapting curricular materials.

Analysis

In this section, we analyze objectives from a kindergarten language arts
lesson. The content and instructional procedures focus on kindergarten
concepts; however, we selected this lesson because the content and
instruction are highly typical of what occurs not only in kindergarten
lessons but also in basic concept lessons throughout the grades. In this
and the other analyses that follow, we highlight the types of design and
delivery problems that typify many popular programs. For copyright
purposes, we cannot reproduce the lesson. We do, however, describe
how to apply the evaluative questions to a particular lesson.
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Lesson 1: Kindergarten Language Lesson

Objectives (as stated in the program):

The lesson will enable each child to do the following:

1. Understand terms referring to size and use them correctly:
big, bigger, biggest, or large, larger, largest; little, littler, lit-
tlest, or small, smaller, smallest; same/different.

2. Recognize likenesses and differences in size among mem-
bers of a group.

Evaluative Questions

1. Quantity of objectives: How many objectives are introduced in the lesson?
In this example lesson, a minimum of 12 objectives would be intro-

duced because the introduction of each concept (e.g., big, little, large,
small) constitutes a different objective.

2. Coverage: Is the number of objectives reasonable for the full range of learn-
ers? Why or why not?

The number of objectives is not reasonable for students with learn-
ing difficulties because they are being asked to master a high number
of different objectives. The fundamental concepts underlying big ideas
are priority, importance, and emphasis. A basic problem is that the lesson
introduces too many concepts with too little emphasis and develop-
ment. Prior to and during the early stages of instruction, it is important
to determine the knowledge that students bring to the learning context.
It is prudent, however, to take the number of objectives at face value. If
the program lists an objective (e.g., to understand terms referring to
size, such as big), the objective should be treated as new information
that is unfamiliar to students. For instance, consider the following non-
sense concepts: mif, ribble, merpe, and smult. Each of these concepts
could ostensibly represent a complex set of features, discriminations,
and associated concepts. These nonsense concepts illustrate how intro-
ducing four new pieces of unfamiliar and conceptually similar infor-
mation in one lesson can overwhelm students who have difficulty
acquiring, retaining, and recalling basic and familiar information. As
you work through this analysis, substitute the words mif, ribble, merpe,
and smult for more familiar concepts to better understand the com-
plexity of learning new concepts and the careful design needed for this
kind of learning.

Specific procedures to correct this problem will be discussed in the
mediated scaffolding section of this analysis. A first step, however, is
to reduce the number of objectives, or, in this case, new concepts intro-

2 4
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TABLE 3
Identifying Big Ideas: Ranking Lesson Objectives

Ranking Lesson Objectives

Lesson Objective Is objective central
and fundamental to
later learning?
(1-5 scale)

Is objective central
and fundamental as
an end goal?
(1-5 scale)

Big/little 5 5

Large/small a a

Big/bigger/biggest a a

a = This objective is not a priority in this lesson, but would assume importance (i.e., it
would rate a 5) in subsequent lessons.

ducect in one lesson. There are two dimensions to consider when
reducing the number of objectives in this lesson: (1) the number of
new concepts (e.g., big, little, large, small) and (2) the concept of com-
parison (not introducing comparative and superlative concepts in the
same lesson).

3. Importance: Using the format of Table 3, list the objectives in the les-
son. Rate each objective according to importance using a 1-5 scale (1 =
not very important; 5 = very important). Indicate whether each objec-
tive is central and fundamental to later learning or is central and fun-
damental as an end goal.

In this lesson, all the concepts introduced are important. The ques-
tion is one of primacy and prior knowledge. If students do not know
big or little, those concepts would be rated higher than large and small
because big and little are typically more basic concepts. Ratings for big
and little would be 5; large and small would still be important, but they
would have a lower rating in early basic concept instruction. Likewise,
the basic concepts of big and little are more fundamental than compar-
atives and superlatives.

4. Time Priority: Of the objectives you ranked as very important, how
much priority/time will be allocated to them for instruction/practice
within the lesson? Examine both teacher-directed and student-directed
components of the lesson to determine the percentage of the lesson that
will be allocated to the important objectives you determined.



TABLE 4
Identifying Big Ideas: Time Allocated to Objectives

Time Allocated to Objectives

List content-
priority
objectives in
the lesson

Percentage of
time allocated
to the objective
within the
lesson

Percentage of
time allocated
to the objective
across subse-
quent lessons

Is the time
allocated
adequate for
the fa range
of learners to
be successful?a

Big 1 1

Little 1 1

aScale: Highly adequate = 5; Somewhat adequate = 4; Adequate = 3; Somewhat
inadequate = 2; Highly inadequate = 1

Next, examine the two subsequent lessons to determine the time
allocated to the important objectives across lessons. Use both percent-
age-of-time columns in Table 4 to determine whether the time allocat-
ed to the objective is adequate for the full range of learners to be suc-
cessful.

5. Objectives: How many objectives within the lessons you are analyz-
ing align with the objectives/goals you have prioritized above?
Examine the individual lessons and calculate the objectives (by per-
cent) within the lessons that align with prioritized objectives (Table 5).
Based on your analysis, identify the modifications necessary to accom-
modate the full range of learners. Select all that apply:

Decrease the number of objectives within a lesson.

Allocate more time to content-priority objectives within a lesson.
Specify which and how.

Allocate more time to content-priority objectives across lessons.
Specify which and how.

Increase percentage of objectives aligned with state-prioritized
objectives.

14



TABLE 5
Identifying Big Ideas:

Percentage of Objectives That Align with Prioritized Goals

Percentage of Lesson Objectives Aligned with Prioritized Goals

Lesson # Percentage of Objectives to Prioritized Goals

U. Conspicuous Strategies

The second step in the analysis assesses the quality of instruction and
whether the instructional recommendations will communicate the
complex, cognitive information to the learner effectively and efficient-
ly. Step II involves assessing whether instruction is conspicuous. That
is, does it communicate clearly and explicitly the steps the learner must
employ to perform the strategy and complete the task?

To solve problems, students follow a set of steps or strategies.
Many students develop their own strategies, but a considerable
amount of time may be required for the student to identify the opti-
mum strategy. For students with disabilities and diverse learning
needs, such an approach is highly problematic because instructional
time is a precious commodity and these learners may never figure out
an effective or efficient strategy. Learning is most efficient when a
teacher can make it conspicuous or explicit. In addition, strategies are
most effective when they are of medium breadth and generalizable.

When applied to a process such as reading comprehension or to a
specific skill such as determining the main idea in a paragraph or a
story, a conspicuous strategy is the set of steps that leads students to
comprehend and identify the main idea effectively and efficiently.
Unfortunately, many students with diverse learning needs are unable
to intuit or figure out the relationship of the main idea to the whole
paragraph or story before the opportunities for learning have been
exhausted. Moreover, the curriculum may not provide the strategic
steps necessary for teachers to communicate the process adequately.
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Teachers, then, must devise ways to make clear to the students the
strategies proficient readers use to

determine whether the main idea is explicitly or implicitly stated,

discriminate most important from less important information,

summarize ideas, and

come to a reasonable conclusion.

Conspicuous Strategies Analysis
A strategy is a series of steps students use to achieve a goal. In instruc-
tion, it is important that these steps initially be made overt and con-
spicuous for students. As students learn a strategy, the steps should
become more covert.

To determine whether curricular materials will need to be adapted,
continue with the same lesson used for the Big Ideas analysis. Use the
evaluative questions to assess the conspicuousness of the instructional
strategies.

Excerpt of Instructional Language

Display a picture of a family at a farm (i.e., the picture depicts
four or five family members interacting with many farm ani-
mals of varying sizes). Explain that the class will compare the
size of different things. Call attention to the horse and to the
dog beside it. Say: "The horse is big in size. Another word for
big is large. The dog is little in size. Another word for little is
small. Point to other things in the picture that are big. Point to
other things in the picture that are little." Call on volunteers to
answer each question, and have each volunteer tell whether
the thing he or she is pointing to is big or little.

Evaluative Questions

Find the directions for one of the important objectives selected in the
Big Idea analysis and answer the following questions:

1. Do the directions require the teacher to (check the one that applies)

Model the skill/strategy? (Demonstrate before asking students to apply
the strategy.)

Explain the skill/strategy? (Describe.)

Reference/note the skill/strategy?

Other?
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Example choice: Model the skill/strategy. In this lesson, the instruc-
tions ask the teacher to model/show the learner one example of each
concept ("The horse is big in size").

2. Is the instruction sufficiently conspicuous to enable the full range of learn-
ers to demonstrate/perfOrm the skill? (YesINo/Maybe)

Example choice: Maybe. Although the teacher did tell the learner
"the horse is big and the dog is little," many problems remain, but they
stem largely from the limited number of modeled examples. (Note: The
solution to this problem will also be discussed in the mediated scaf-
folding section.)

3. Are the directions clear and sufficient for you to know how to teach the
skill? (Yes/No/Maybe)

Example choice: Yes (although the instruction is problematic in
other areas). The instructional language in this lesson is fairly good and
commendable. The initial language used to model and communicate
information was clear and easy for students to understand (e.g., "This
horse is big").

4. Is the strategy useful, and will it lead to efficient/generalizable learning for
the full range of learning? (Yes/No/Maybe)

Example choice: Probably not. Students with learning difficulties
will need more modeling of more carefully controlled examples to
learn the strategy well enough to transfer it to other examples.
Presenting only one example of "big" and one example of "little" is
simply not enough, and it will not lead to generalizable learning. (See
next section.)

5. Does the lesson apply the strategy to many examples of the target skill
(objective)? Based on your analysis, identify the modifications necessary to
accommodate the full range of learners (select all that apply):

Change or add a strategy.

Modify language/teaching to make more explicit.

Add examples to which the strategy applies.

Example choice: Add examples to which the strategy applies.

Ill. Mediated Scaffolding

In Step III, the analysis focuses on the instructional support or scaf-
folding that enhances cognitive access. Generally, scaffolding is the
help or guidance teachers give students as they acquire new knowl-
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edge. As such, it may be the most intuitive of the six guidelines dis-
cussed in this book, particularly with respect to students with learning
difficulties. In cognitive scaffolding, the goal is for students to "get it,"
or understand the first step in the learning process. The role of the scaf-
folding, however, is to eliminate the problems that could block stu-
dents from getting it: not understanding or remembering the sound-
meaning correspondence in learning to read, for example, or develop-
ing a dislike for the activity and giving up.

Additionally, the scaffolding is temporary Students acquiring
knowledge should learn to become as self-regulated and independent
as possible. To accomplish this, teachers should gradually remove the
scaffolding. On new or difficult tasks, scaffolding may be substantial at
first and then be systematically removed as learners acquire knowl-
edge and skills. For example, scaffolding can be accomplished through
multiple formats, including the careful selection of examples that
progress from less difficult to more difficult, the purposeful separation
of highly similar and potentially confusing facts and concepts (e.g.,
mitosis and meiosis; /p/ and /b/ in early lettersound correspon-
dence learning), the strategic sequencing of tasks that require learners
to recognize and then produce a response, or the additional informa-
tion that selected examples provide, such as highlighting the digits
used in a division problem.

This type of guidance can be critical for students with diverse
learning needs, yet recent studies indicate that it is lacking in U.S. text-
books, as compared to the instructional tools of other nations. Specific-
ally, Mayer, Sims, and Tajika's (1995) comparison of how American and
Japanese textbooks teach mathematical problem solving indicated that
"Japanese textbooks contained many more worked-out examples . . .

than did the U.S. books" (p. 457). One of the primary conclusions was
that the Japanese textbooks tend to support learners in the learning
process through multiple examples of successful problem-solving
strategies, whereas "in the U.S., textbooks are more likely to provide
lots of exercises for students to solve on their own without much guid-
ance" (p. 457).

Scaffolding is not a static, predetermined instructional condition.
The degree of scaffolding changes with the abilities of the learner, the
goals of instruction, and the complexities of the task. Educators must
determine the level and degree of scaffolding necessary. Nonetheless,
the more built-in support structures contained in curricular materials,
the easier it is for teachers to provide the scaffolding that learners
require.

The scaffolding analysis that follows addresses the following ques-
tion: Do the amount, sequence, and selection of information enhance
the probability that information will be learned?
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Mediated Scaffolding Analysis

Mediated scaffolding is the support/guidance provided to students in
the form of steps, tasks, materials, and personal support during initial
learning. As the learner progresses toward self-directed learning, the
external supports are withdrawn. Some refer to scaffolds as prompts or
guides.

Evaluative Questions

To assess the quality- of scaffolding, answer the following questions.
(The answers to these questions refer to the lesson excerpt found in the
"Conspicuous Strategies" section [p. 16]).

1. Does the sequence of instruction move from teacher-directed to student-
directed activities?

Yes, although only one example of each concept is presented.

2. Does the sequence of instruction provide multiple examples of the target
strategy prior to asking the learner to petform the skill?

No, only one example of big is provided; only one example of little
is modeled prior to asking students to apply the concept to other exam-
ples.

Another problem is that the examples used to illustrate the con-
cepts are inadequate. "The horse is big; the dog is little." There are
many factors that are different about a horse and a dog that learners
could confuse, such as color, actions, position in space, and so on. If the
horse is brown and the dog is white, that could possibly be the factor
children identify as the differentiation between big and little. Teachers
must take care to ensure that curriculum examples control the irrele-
vant features so that learners focus on the most salient feature ofa con-
cept. A way to remedy this problem is to use only pictures of dogs (i.e.,
a big dog and a little dog, both of which are the same in every way
except size). The language would be the same for both except for the
critical featuresize.

3. Does the sequence begin with easy tasks and progress to more difficult
ones?

Yes; however, the progression is very quick. The instruction moves
from one example of the concept big to a synonym large, then intro-
duces yet another example of a new concept, little, as well as its syn-
onym small. This fast rate and lack of emphasis are likely to present
problems for students who need more carefully designed instruction.
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4. Does the sequence of instruction separate potentially confusing informa-
tion? Does the lesson introduce concepts or ideas that the learner may con-
fuse?

This is one of the most problematic areas of this lesson. In a single
lesson, the instruction introduces two similar concepts (i.e., big, little),
their respective synonyms, and then comparatives and superlatives of
those concepts. A better design would be to introduce only one concept
(i.e., big) and provide many examples of things that are big and things
that are not big prior to introducing the concept and label little.
Moreover, the term large should not be introduced until students are
firm on the concept of big.

5. Does the sequence introduce a manageable amount of information for the
range of learners?

No. Far too much information is introduced. The concepts should
be introduced and taught in several lessons.

6. Count the number of modeled examples prior to learner practice.
There is one modeled example.

7. Count the number of guided examples prior to independent work.
The number of guided examples cannot be determined here.

Because the teacher calls on volunteers, it is impossible to determine
the number of guided practice opportunities students will have. What
is obvious is that calling only on volunteers is not likely to give the
teacher a good idea of how well childien with diverse learning needs
understand the concept of big or little.

8. Do the requirements in instruction parallel requirements in independent
practice? Examine the teaching component of the lesson and compare it with
the expectations of practice/independent work. Based on your analysis, identi-
fy the modifications necessary to accommodate the full range of learners:

Add explicit models designed by the teacher prior to student
application.

Add more examples of the skill/strategy in the guided practice
phase.

Reduce the amount of information in the lesson.

Separate potentially confusing information/skills.

Sequence tasks to progress from easy to more difficult.

Change independent activities to parallel instructional activities.
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IV. Strategic Integration

For new information to be understood and applied, it should be care-
fully combined (strategically integrated) with what the learner already
knows and understands to produce a more generalizable, higher-order
skill. Integrating new information with existing knowledge increases
the likelihood that new information will be understood at a deeper
level. But it must be done strategically and the critical connections
made clear so that the new information does not become confused with
what the learner already knows. For example, in teaching students
how to compose narratives, a teacher can move from activities based
on reading comprehension, such as identification and application of
narrative elements (e.g., setting, main characters, initiating event, reso-
lution to the problem), to generation of those elements. Similarly, in
beginning reading, once learners can hear sounds in words and recog-
nize letter-sound correspondences fluently, those skills can be inte-
grated to recognize words. These powerful and oftentimes logical con-
nections comprise strategic integration.

Integrated curricula are currently popular. However, as the follow-
ing analogy illustrates, the term integration can be used somewhat
ambiguously. Most people are familiar with the elementary chemistry
concept of combining (or integrating) materials to form either mixtures
or new compounds. In mixtures, materials retain their original proper-
ties, while in compounds, properties change and something new
emerges.

Strategic integration is the carefully controlled combination of
what the student already knows with what he or she has to learn so
that the relationship between these two elements is clear and results in
new or more complete knowledge.

Examples of strategic integration include:

Using text structure to enhance reading comprehension and then
as a basis for narrative writing.

Integrating letter-sound correspondence knowledge to form
words.

Using the strategy for solving proportions as a basis for word prob-
lem solving.

In an integrated curriculum, there is no particular advantage to
mbdng knowledge or learning facts across subject areas for the simple
sake of mixing. In fact, students may try to make connections that do
not exist. In contrast, however, there is tremendous potential benefit in
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compounding knowledgethat is, integrating information across sub-
ject areas to show the important interrelationships so that new, more
complete knowledge structures result. Additionally, many potentially
confusing concepts can be preempted or corrected through the careful
integration of knowledge.

Strategic Integration Analysis
Select a highly important skill/strategy identified in your earlier analy-
sis. Examine subsequent lessons to answer the following questions.
(The answers that follow are based on the same curriculum excerpt as
in the previous section.)

Evaluative Questions

1. Does the lesson make explicit the connections between prior learning and
new skills?

No. However, because these are new concepts, it may not be nec-
essary to connect them to previously taught information. When work-
ing with basic concepts such as big and little, children have few previ-
ous connections. If the instruction had introduced big and little in pre-
vious lessons and large and small were newly introduced concepts, then
the strategic connection with known concepts would be highly appro-
priate and important.

2. Where appropriate, does the lesson explain the relationship among its com-
ponents/parts?

Yes. This is an excerpt from a lesson, so it is difficult to see the com-
plete progression of activities in which the new concepts are applied.
In the excerpt, there is a connection between the teacher-modeled
examples and student-generated examples.

3. Does the lesson result in the learner being able to demonstrate a higher-order
concept/strategy based on integration of prior learning and new learning?

No, not as currently designed. This lesson did not sufficiently
develop the core concept or building block (i.e., big) necessary to devel-
op more complex skills. The correct design would develop solid under-
standing of one concept, such as big, and systematically build on that
knowledge in subsequent lessons to develop understanding of the rela-
tion of big, bigger, and biggest, which would allow learners to make
higher-order connection's. Higher-order concepts depend, however, on
understanding of foundational concepts such as big or small. To rush
into teaching comparative and superlative concepts when children do
not know basic concepts will compromise later and more complex
learning.
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4. Identify the modifications necessary to accommodate the full range of
learners.

Make explicit the connections between prior learning and new
learning.

Make explicit the connections between the components within a
lesson.

Indicate how the new objective results in a higher-order skill or
strategy.

V. Judicious Review

Successful learning also depends on a review process to reinforce the
essential building blocks of information within a subject area. But sim-
ple repetition of information does not necessarily ensure efficient learn-
ing; it must be carefully considered.

Dixon, Carnine, and Kame'enui (1992) identified four critical
dimensions of judicious review:

1. It should be sufficient to enable a student to perform a task with-
out hesitation.

2. It should be distributed over time.

3. It should be cumulative, and the information should be integrated
into more complex tasks.

4. lt should be varied to illustrate the wide application of a student's
understanding of the information.

So how does a teacher select information for review, schedule
review to ensure retention, and design activities to extend a learner's
understanding of the skills, concepts, or strategies?

According to Dempster (1991), "spaced repetitions," in which a
learner is asked to recall a learning experience, are more effective than
"massed repetition," if the "spacing between occurrences is relatively
short" (p. 73). As early as 1917, Edward (cited in Dempster, 1991)
observed that elementary school children who studied academic infor-
mation once for 4 minutes and again for 2% minutes several days later
retained about 30% more information than students receiving one con-
tinuous 61/2-minute session. Repeated presentations of shorter time
increments distributed over time should, therefore, be considered
when scheduling instruction.
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Judicious Review Analysis
To develop retention, students must be given opportunities to practice
and review skills and strategies. Minimally, these review opportunities
must be sufficiently frequent to facilitate automatic application of the
skill/strategy and sufficiently distributed to ensure that students retain
the skill/strategy over time.

Analyze the lesson in which the objective is initially introduced
plus the next three to four lessons.

Evaluative Questions

1. Is there adequate review of the new skill/strategy within the introductory
lesson?

No. Neither the amount nor the type of review is adequate in the
introductory lesson. A basic reason why there is insufficient review
revolves around the problem of establishing clear priorities. Because
there are many concepts introduced in one lesson, this lessens the
amount of review any single concept will receive. In addition, using
volunteers to answer questions about bigand little will not allow teach-
ers to determine whether all students know the concept of big.

2. Examine the next three lessons and document the lessons in which the
information from the current lesson is reviewed or included as part of instruc-
tion or practice.

The skill/strategy was reviewed/applied the following number of
times in:

1. The adjacent lesson.

2. The next two lessons.

3. The next three lessons.

4. Other (please specify).

3. Analyze the skill/strategy horizontally; that is, identify the lesson in which
the skill is initially introduced and the lesson schedule in which it is reviewed.
Record the lesson number in the table on page 25.

The essence of judicious review is that new information and asso-
ciated tasks are reviewed regularly and systematically. (Criteria 2 and
3 cannot be analyzed here because our excerpt is from a single lesson.)
To conduct this analysis, examine the current lesson and a minimum of
three to four subsequent lessons to determine whether the concept is
reviewed, practiced, and applied in different tasks and contexts.
Typically, there is very little systematic review across lessons. This
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Objective/Skill Lesson Number in Which Objective Is Reviewed

1 2 3 4

Objective #1:

Objective #2:

Objective #3:

poses serious difficulties for students who have difficulty retaining
new and unfamiliar information.

VI. Primed Background Knowledge

Successful acquisition of new information depends largely on (a) the
knowledge the learner brings to a task, (b) the accuracy of that infor-
mation, and (c) the degree to which the learner accesses and uses that
information. For students with disabilities and diverse learning needs,
priming background knowledge is critical to success because it
addresses the memory and strategy deficits they bring to certain tasks.
In effect, priming is a brief reminder or prompt that alerts the learner
to task dimensions or to retrieve known information.

Instructional materials can acknowledge the importance of back-
ground knowledge in two ways. First, students can be pretested for
important background knowledge. Such tests can be used to determine
placement within an instructional program or to alert teachers to the
need for allocating time to background topics. It is often useful to
assess the background knowledge of students with learning difficulties
using formats other than reading and writing because these students
frequently understand more than they can express through reading or
writing.

Second, instructional programs can include important background
knowledge in the scope of topics taught. Ideally, such background top-
ics would be taught or reviewed a few days before the introduction of
new strategies that depend upon those topics. If background topics are
introduced earlier than that, students may forget some relevant aspects
by the time the new strategy is introduced. If background topics are
introduced in the same lesson as the new strategy, some students are
likely to be overwhelmed by the quantity of new knowledge.
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Clearly, the concept of strategic integration is closely related to
essential background knowledge. The focus on strategic integration,
however, emphasized increasing depth of understanding of important
concepts. Here, the focus is on the prerequisites for learning important
concepts so that they might be integrated meaningfully.

Primed Background Knowledge Analysis
Background knowledge has multiple dimensions. When analyzing
lessons, it is important to discriminate language background knowl-
edge from component background knowledge. Language background
knowledge refers to knowledge the learner has of the voabulary and
concepts used in a task. This type of knowledge is most critical to com-
prehension. Component background knowledge refers to the prerequisite
component skills necessary to perform a new task.

Continue the analysis with the selected lesson (here, the previous-
ly selected excerpt).

Evaluative Questions

1. Identify the language background knowledge required of the task.

Does the lesson adequately explain or access this knowledge?

2. Identify the component background knowledge required of the task.

Does the lesson adequately explain or access this knowledge?

3. Identify the modifications necessary to accommodate the full range of
learners.

Identify and access knowledge of language that is prereqUisite to the
objective.

Identify and access knowledge of components that are prerequisites to the
objective.

Because this is a language lesson, the language and the compo-
nents might appear in another curricular domain (e.g., reading, social
studies, math). Nonetheless, the instructions of this lesson required
children to "compare the size of different things." The lesson also intro-
duced basic concepts such as big and little. Teachers must attend to the
instructional language used, such as "compare" and "different," to
ensure that the learning is not short-circuited by the words used in
instructions. It is highly likely that students who do not understand the
concepts big or little also may not understand different and compare.
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This is an introductory lesson for big and little; therefore, there is lit-
tle prior component language students would require to be able to per-
form the tasks successfully.

Summary of Analysis of the
Six Principles of Effective
Curriculum Design

I. Big Ideas: Limit the number of new concepts introduced in a les-
son, and focus first on the most basic concepts before advancing to
the more complex concepts. Introduce big or little, not both in one
lesson, and be sure that students understand one concept before
introducing the second. Reserve teaching synonyms until students
are firm on the basic concept. The concepts of comparatives and
superlatives should be withheld until the basic concepts are clear-
ly established. When introducing comparatives and superlatives,
introduce comparatives first; then, after students consistently use
comparatives, introduce superlatives.

II. Conspicuous Strategies: Use clear models, as this lesson did, to
teach basic concepts. The simplicity of the language in this lesson
was appropriate; it did not try to complicate a simple concept by
using other, unnecessary language. The basic limitation of this les-
son was that it used a limited number of examples to model the tar-
get concepts prior to asking students to apply their knowledge of
big and little.

III. Mediated Scaffolding: Limit the number of concepts introduced,
and separate those that are likely to be confused. Remember that
while mif and ribble may represent common concepts to us, they
might seem to be nonsense to the learner. To reduce the language
demands, refrain from introducing two new and unfamiliar labels
in one day. Instead of introducing a new label (e.g., ribble), it is eas-
ier to refer to the other concept as "not mif." It is also important to
provide sufficient guided practice for the group before progressing
to individual turns.

IV Strategic Integration: When the basic concept of big is reliably
known by learners, then introduce comparative and superlative
concepts strategically to build higher-order skills. Higher-order
skills will not be useful or reliable if the basic concepts are not firm.
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V. Judicious Review: To really "know" a concept, students must use
it frequently and in a variety of contexts. Lessons following the ini-
tial lesson should apply new concepts to build up the students'
ability to remember and recall the concepts.

VI. Primed Background Knowledge: A frequent limitation of early lan-
guage programs is using language that learners may not under-
stand. If the objective of the lesson is to introduce the concepts big
and little, then directions that tell children we will "compare"
objects may not be meaningful. Examine the instructional language
carefully to determine whether it will need to be simplified. It is
also important to ensure that students have the prerequisite knowl-
edge (e.g., understanding of mibble) before using that knowledge in
more complex contexts (e.g., mibbler, mibblest).
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4
Application of Instructional

Design Principles to Beginning
Reading and Expository Writing

The following applications of the six principles in the areas of reading
and writing exemplify the curriculum design that is both possible of
and necessary for high-quality tools for the full range of learners.
Although the big ideas across the various subject areas are necessarily
different, the principles for how and when to teach those ideas are sim-
ilar. That is, understanding mediated scaffolding, primed background
knowledge, strategic integration, conspicuous strategies, and judicious
review in the context of teaching phonological awareness in beginning
reading helps you use these same strategies in the context of teaching
concepts in other content areas, including history, mathematics, writ-
ing, and so on. In the following examples, we illustrate how the cur-
riculum design principles relate to content in beginning reading and
writing.

Beginning Reading

Big Idea: Phonological Awareness
Recent research in reading (Smith, Simmons, & Kame'enui, 1995) con-
cluded that beginning readers must be able to hear and manipulate
sounds in words and understand the sound structure of language.
Evidence derived from dozens of primary and secondary sources con-
firmed that children who are strong in phonological awareness usual-
ly learn to read more easily than children who are weak in this skill
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(Juel, 1998; Smith, Gleason, Kame'enui, & Baker, in press; Stanovich,
1986; Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1994). Evidence further indicates
that phonological awareness is (a) a complex process composed of
many components, (b) a reliable predictor for later reading achieve-
ment, (c) causally related to reading development, and (d) successfully
developed through instruction and practice. From this, one can ascer-
tain that the ability to hear and manipulate sounds in language is a big
idea and is key to early reading acquisition.

In beginning reading, big ideas are those unifying curricular activ-
ities that enable learners to translate the alphabetic code into meaning-
ful language. Because these skills are fundamental to beginning read-
ing, they deserve considerable focus and attention in the early reading
curriculum. Big ideas can also provide guidelines about the essential
components of beginning reading programs.

Representative Example

The following example is representative of the types of activities first-
grade basal reading programs use to promote phonological awareness.
According to the teacher's guide, the objective of the following activity
is to develop phonemic awareness of /s/. The strategy requires learn-
ers to identify the sound of the letter at the beginning of sun and sister
and compare other words to determine whether the initial sound is a
match to the initial sound of the target words. In essence, the task
requires learners to make a word-to-word match based on the similar-
ity of initial sounds. This example provides nine words from which
students discriminate those that begin with the same sound as sun and
sister and those that do not. Figure 1 shows the task as presented in the
teacher's guide.

The example requires students to sort through several sentences to
discern the objective of the taskthat is, to determine that /s/ is the
target sound. The success of this task is also predicated on learners'
understanding of the concept beginning and their ability to extract the
desired objective from two example target words. The complexity of
the task is further complicated by requiring students to discriminate
between words that begin the same as sun and sister and those that do
not.

We reiterate that this instruction may be sufficient for some learn-
ers in first grade; nevertheless, many children will require more careful
attention to the architecture of instruction. The following modifications
may seem commonplace and straightforward, but recent research indi-
cates that they are not characteristic of either traditional or nontradi-
tional basal reading programs in general education.
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FIGURE 1
Representative Activity from Existing Basal Reading Program

Big Idea: Phonological Awareness

1. Existing Example

Teach/Model

INCONSPICUOUS STRATEGY: Word-to-Word Matching

Develop phonemic Tell children they will be learning about the letter
awareness of /s/. that stands for the sound they hear at the beginning

of sun. Have children stand. Have them repeat the
words sun and sister. Tell them you will say some
words. Have them repeat each word and then squat
each time they hear a word that begins the same as
sun and sister: safe, say, not, sell, mend, gate, send,
seed, dip.

2. Enhanced Example

Teach/Model

CONSPICUOUS STRATEGY: Sound Isolation

Teacher (Models /s/ sound.) "Today we will be learning about the
sound you hear at the beginning of sun. The beginning sound
in sun is /s/. Listen as I say the beginning sound in words:
sun, Is/; sister, /s/; safe, /s/; say, /sI; sell /s/."

Students (Listen to the words and their beginning sound.)

Teacher (Assists student understanding of sound isolation.) "When I
say a word, you say the beginning sound and then the word:
sun, seed, send, sit, surf."

Students (Isolate beginning /s/ in words.)

Teacher (Assesses student understanding of sound isolation.) "Now I'll
say some words that begin with /s/ and some that begin with
other sounds you have learned. When I say a word, you tell
me the beginning sound and then say the word: sun, sand,
tame, sip, seed, get, send, not, lamp, sell."

Students (Isolate beginning /s/ and other sounds in words.)

continues
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FIGURE 1 (Continued)

3. Mediated Scaffolding Example

Teach/Model

CONSPICUOUS STRATEGY:Word Segmentation
Teacher (Models segmenting words that begin with /s/.) "Now we are

going to say all the sounds in words. Listen as I say the
sounds in words: sun /s/ /u//n/; sat /s/ /a/ /V; sip /s/ /V /p/;
send /s/ /e/ /n/ /d/."

Students (Listen to sounds in words that begin with /s/.)

Teacher (Assists student understanding of segmenting words that
begin with /s/.) "When I say a word, you tell me the sounds in
the word: sun, sad, sit, sell, sob."

Students (Segment words that begin with /s/.)
Teacher (Assists student understanding of segmenting words that

begin with /s/ and other sounds.) "Now I will say some words
that begin with /s/ and some words that do not begin with /s/.
When I say a word, you tell me the sounds in the word: sun,
sad, hot, sit, sell, bin, man, sob, let, sat."

Students (Segment words that begin with /s/ and other sounds.)

Enhanced Example

The activity in the existing example may pose problems for a range of
learners in general education. But these problems can be corrected
through attending to the curriculum design principles of conspicuous
strategies and mediated scaffolding.

Conspicuous strategies in beginning reading are the steps that lead to
effective and efficient word recognition. In phonological awareness,
they are the steps a reader takes to learn the sound structure of a word.
Unfortunately, many learners do not intuit and cannot figure out the
processes of blending or segmenting sounds in words before losing
much ground. As seen in the enhanced example, a teacher can help the
students better understand the sounds by making explicit the steps
used to manipulate those sounds internally and by working through
the parts that need to be conspicuous for them.

The teacher models the information, first introducing easier tasks,
and then provides practice with multiple examples of similar activities
during which students may notice the commonalities in the target
words and observe task expectation. These activities are provided prior
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to requiring discrimination exercises. Through this sequence of teach-
ing events and teacher actions, the instructional strategies require-
ments of the task are made more explicit.

In addition to conspicuous strategies, the enhanced example uses
several forms of mediated scaffolding, which refers to the external sup-
port provided by teacher, tasks, and materials during initial learning of
sounds, letters, and words. First, teachers model the process of match-
ing initial sounds of words. Next, initial learning is supported by focus-
ing first on words with Is/. Before students are asked to discriminate
words that begin with /s/ from those that do not, they practice identi-
fying the initial sound in words that begin with /s/. Discrimination
words (e.g., not, gate) are introduced only after students have had mul-
tiple opportunities to hear the critical feature (the initial /s/ sound) of
words.

In the existing example, instruction and practice focused largely on
detecting and matching sounds in the initial positions of words.
Although this is a logical first step in a task continuum, the focus can
expand through mediated scaffolding to having students identify and
manipulate sounds in all positions of words.

Up to this point, the enhanced example has not differed radically
from the original activity, although the outcomes are likely to be more
promising. The alterations of teacher modeling, additional examples,
control of the learning set, and gradual movement to discrimination
exercises all can be achieved with modest modification. In a final
enhancement, a new phonological awareness activity can be added to
increase both the complexity and the level of alterationa word seg-
mentation component.

The goal of incorporating word segmentation exercises is to struc-
ture practice on those progressively more difficult phonological aware-
ness processesthose processes that approximate the auditory
requirements of word reading. In this alteration, it is important to scaf-
fold this new activity in multiple ways. First, simpler phonological
awareness tasks are introduced and practiced several lessons prior to
introducing the more complex task. Second, word segmenting is mod-
eled and practiced with words that begin with /s/ and then extended
to words with other sounds already introduced in the program.

Written Expression

Big Ideas
The way a text is structured establishes relationships between ideas
through recognition of well-organized patterns and understanding of
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how text structure can be applied in teaching reading comprehension
and composition. Specifically, the principle of comparing and contrast-
ing text structures is a big idea because it establishes interrelationships
between topics (e.g., Native Americans in the Northwest and in the
Great Plains) and features (e.g., how food, housing, and transportation
are related). By using a compare/contrast organization, students can
identify and learn key concepts and networks of information.
Furthermore, knowledge or awareness of how to compare and contrast
text structure can be used in various content areas, reading compre-
hension tasks, and written composition.

Focusing on a particular text structure is a first step in instruction.
Subsequent instructional decisions must address how to teach the text
structure efficiently and effectively. Table 6 illustrates the five remain-
ing instructional design principles and their relations when teaching
the big idea compare/contrast text structure. In this table, the instruc-
tional guidelines are presented separately in columns for clarity.
However, in actual lesson plans they should be thoughtfully interwo-
ven to frame effective instruction for students with disabilities.

Conspicuous Strategies
The procedures for teaching conspicuous strategies using applications
from compare/contrast text structure are detailed below.

1. Inform students when and why the strategy is helpful.

Specific application: Using compare/contrast text structure will
help you summarize important information.

Example: When you read the passage on the four groups of
Native Americans who inhabited Canada, use the compare/con-
trast components to help identify features and organize similar-
ities and differences.

2. Define and explain the strategy components.

Specific application: The components of compare/contrast text
structure are (a) an introduction that tells what is compared/
contrasted, (b) similarities, (c) differences, (d) key words, and (e)
conclusion.

Example: The first paragraph is an introduction. It tells the read-
er what is being compared/contrasted and the features of com-
parison.
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TABLE 6
Examples of Interweaving the Five Instructional

Design Principles Across Lessons Involving
the Components of Compare/Contrast Text Structure

Conspicuous
Strategy

Mediated
Scaffolding

Strategic
Integration

Primed
Background
Knowledge

Judicious
Review

Tell when and Apply to Discuss Review sys-
why compare/ school and before tematically
contrast text practical introducing before and
structure is
helpful

tasks new task after new
tasks

Define and Use explicit Use Require Apply to
explain text to authentic students to more
components model text to recall difficult

identifying model and components tasks such as
components explain before composition

components reading
compare/
contrast
information

or editing

Model Model use to Apply to a Require Teach peers
strategy identify composition students to to model

important
information

strategy recall proce-
dures before
composing

strategy

Teach self- Think aloud Require Require Incorporate
verbalization during students to students to features in

modeling verbalize
strategy steps
while writing
a rough draft

verbalize
components
before writing
a rough draft

peer editing

Provide Model how Provide Require Require
feedback to provide feedback on students to peer editing

feedback to students' self-edit a
self; model
how peers
provide
feedback to
each other

compare/
contrast
notesheet

rough draft
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3. Model the strategy.

Specific application: Model how to locate compare/contrast infor-
mation in students' textbook.

Example: "I do not see an introductory paragraph telling the top-
ics of compare/contrast, so I need to read to find the informa-
tion. The dark subheadings tell me the first section is about the
Northwest and Plains Native Americans. I write 'Northwest'
and 'Plains Native Americans' on the lines for topics on my
notesheet. You do the same on your notesheets. Next, I read to
find the compare/contrast features. The first feature the section
on Northwest Native Americans tells about is the type of hous-
es they lived in. I will write 'houses' under 'Feature' on the
notesheet and describe their houses in the box for that informa-
tion. You do the same."

4. Teach students to self-verbalize the strategy.

Specific application: Require students to memorize the steps for
identifying and summarizing important compare/contrast
information (i.e., identify topics, identify features, record the fea-
tures on a notesheet, decide whether the features are similarities
or differences, reorganize the features in parallel format, draft a
summary, edit, revise).

Example: "You recorded the features of compare/contrast. What
do you do next?"

5. Provide feedback at key points in the learning process.

Specific application: Provide feedback to students on the quality
of their conclusions to their summaries.

Example: Call on volunteers to read their conclusions. Call on
other volunteers to tell what is good about the conclusions and
what needs to be improved. The teacher may also provide input.
After several examples of conclusions, provide students an
opportunity to revise their own conclusions.

Mediated Scaffolding
In teaching expository text structure, the concept of mediated scaffold-
ing involves three features:

1. Modeling by teacher and peers.

2. Sequencing content and tasks to move from easier to more difficult.



3. Using systematically designed materials to guide students as they
learn and apply strategies (Dickson, Simmons, & Kame'enui, 1998).

Teacher scaffolding for instruction of compare/contrast text structure
occurred primarily through teacher modeling. When modeling com-
pare /contrast components in well- or poorly written passages, teach-
ers verbalized their thought processes. For example, the teachers said,
"I recorded information about the houses of the Woodland Native
Americans, so I need to look for information about the houses of the
Plains groups." "Their houses are different, so I will use the arrow that
shows differences." "Here is an -er word, so I will look for a compari-
son. 1/

Following teacher models, peers modeled the process for each
other. The class was divided into two groups, high- and low-perform-
ing students. Each low-performing student was matched with a high-
performing student. The pairs performed each step of the identification
process together, with the high-performing students modeling the
process for low-performing students. Each member of the pair record-
ed the information on his or her own notesheet.

Task scaffolding occurred as teachers gradually increased the level of
difficulty of the tasks. For example, when introducing the components
of compare/contrast structure, teachers first used explicit passages
adapted from the social studies textbook (i.e., passages that contained
easily identifiable components and key words) for initial modeling and
practice. Second, teachers used passages with missing components,
having students identify and supply the missing components. Next,
students applied the strategy to passages in their textbooks. They com-
pared and contrasted information in the textbook (e.g., how French and
English settlers of Canada relate to people with French or English
backgrounds in Canada today; the differences in settling the eastern
and western parts of Canada; how industry in Canada and the United
States compares). Finally, students used the compare/contrast compo-
nents to compose well-organized summaries of social studies topics
(e.g., French and English settlers in Canada).

Material scaffolding occurred through the use of strategically
sequenced materials. For example, in one compare/contrast study
(Dickson, 1994), highly prompted materials were used in each phase of
initial learning and were strategically sequenced to guide students'
comprehension and composition.

First, students used notesheets to learn to identify compare/ con-
trast information in their textbooks (Figure 2). They used the same
notesheets to determine whether the features were similar or different
(also Figure 2). An organization sheet guided their rearrangement of
information in preparation for summary writing (Figure 3). A prompt-
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FIGURE 2
Compare/Contrast Notesheet

for Identifying Topics and Features and Determining
Whether Features Are Differences or Similarities

Compare/Contrast Notesheet

Key Words: -er words, different, but, like, similarly, in contrast

Questions to ask:

1. What is being compared?
2. What features are being compared?
3. How are they alike?
4. How are they different?

Theme:

Use this arrow 0- to tell whether features are alike.
Use this arrow --\--).... to tell whether features are different.
Use a question mark (?) if you cannot tell.

Feature A
Alike

or
Different

B

ed rough draft sheet (Figure 4) reminded students to include an intro-
duction, key words, and a conclusion in addition to similarities and
differences. Finally, an edit sheet (Figure 5) reminded students to check
the inclusion of an introduction, similarities, differences, key words,
and a conclusion. The edit sheet also provided editors and authors
with an opportunity to comment on what was well written in the sum-
mary.

In summary, scaffolding should be adjusted to students' needs and
faded as students gain proficiency in each phase of instruction. Initial
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FIGURE 3
Compare/Contrast Organization Sheet for

Providing a Framework for Bipolar or
Integrated Parallel Construction of a Composition

Compare/Contrast Organization Sheet Topics

Differences

instruction in each phase of learning included teacher modeling, easy
content and tasks (e.g., identifying compare/contrast elements), and
highly prompted materials. Following initial instruction in each phase
(e.g., identifying compare/contrast components, transposing com-
pare/contrast information to notesheets, writing summaries), students
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FIGURE 4
Prompted Compare/Contrast Rough Draft Sheet

Rough Draft (Prompted)
Compare/Contrast

Introduction
Tells theme
Tells topic

Conclusion

Similarities
Differences
Supporting Details

Comparison Words
-er different
like similarly
but in contrast

progressed toward independent work as teacher scaffolding faded to
peer scaffolding and content and tasks became more complex.
Additionally, lower-performing students maintained access to the
highly prompted support materials.

Strategic Integration

One of the pervasive problems faced by students with learning dis-
abilities is their failure to generalize learning to new tasks and content.
To promote generalization, instruction should use authentic, realistic
tasks to demonstrate the usefulness of the text structure strategy and
the connection between tasks (e.g., comprehension and composition).
Because many textbooks do not make their strategies clear, which
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FIGURE 5
Edit/Revise Checklist Compare/Contrast

Put a question mark (?) on the rough draft where changes are
needed.

First Check: Major Ideas Self-Check Partner Check

1. Introduction tells what is being compared 0
fixok ok fix

2. Introduction tells theme
ok fix ok fix

3. Differences
ok fix ok fix

4. Similarities
ok fix ok fix

5. Comparison words (like, but, -er)
ok fix ok fix

6. Supporting details
ok fix ok fix

Second Check: Mechanics Self-Check Partner Check

1. Grammar
ok fix ok fix

2. Punctuation
ok fix ok fix

3. Spelling 0
okok fix fix

4. Teacher's Choice 0
fixok fix ok

Revision

1. What I like:

2. Needs improvement:
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causes difficulties for some students, it may be necessary for teachers
to use alternative materials that illustrate text features more explicitly
instead of having to rely solely on mainstream curricular materials.

In the example cited, teachers taught compare/contrast text struc-
ture using the unit on Canada in social studies. Students identified
compare/contrast components and information in chapters on emigra-
tion, western expansion, growing industrialization, and modern
Canada. Instruction in compare/contrast text structure was integrated
with reading comprehension tasks (i.e., identifying and summarizing
main ideas and supporting details) and a writing process (i.e., Plan,
Organize, Write, Edit, Revise, developed by Englert, Raphael,
Anderson, Anthony, and Stevens, [1991]). For students with disabili-
ties, reading expository text and attending to compare/contrast text
structure provided content for their compositions and a framework for
organizing information.

Primed Background Knowledge
Primed background knowledge is important in reading comprehen-
sion. The structure of a reader's preexisting knowledge affects how the
student remembers or understands the new knowledge (Weaver &
Kintsch, 1991). For expository text structure, research evidence sug-
gests that students who have preexisting awareness of, knowledge of,
or sensitivity to text structure demonstrate greater recall of passages
than students who do not possess such background knowledge (e.g.,
Pearson & Fielding, 1991). When teachers or researchers prime or acti-
vate background knowledge, they need to consider background
knowledge not only of concepts, but also of text structures.

Two approaches were used in the research relating to primed back-
ground knowledge of text structure. First, before students read, teach-
ers helped them attend to text structure by displaying graphic or
advance organizers that revealed the hierarchical relations between
main ideas (Horton, Lovitt, & Bergerud, 1990; Pearson & Fielding,
1991). Second, in the compare/contrast literature (Dickson, 1994;
Raphael & Kirschner, 1985; Weisberg & Balaithy, 1989), teachers explic-
itly taught the elements and organizational patterns of compare/con-
trast text structure. In the Dickson (1994) study, students applied their
newly acquired background knowledge of the components of com-
pare/contrast structure by reorganizing poorly written text to indicate
the relations between main ideas and supporting details and produc-
ing compare/contrast essays.
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Judicious Review
Judicious review refers to the sequence and schedule of opportunities
designed to develop facility with the organizational patterns of text
structures. In the Dickson study (1994), each lesson began with a
review of the new knowledge taught the previous 2 days and ended
with a review of the knowledge taught in that lesson. Moreover, the
design of instruction systematically applied newly acquired concepts
(e.g., compare/contrast components) to more difficult tasks. Students
progressed from identifying components of well-written passages to
identifying and improving weak passages in their textbooks and final-
ly to composing their own passages. Facility with the components in
one task became the prerequisite to success in later applications.
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5
Conclusion

The instructional dimensions and adaptation profiles given in the
phonological awareness and compare/contrast text structure examples
were intended to communicate (a) the available knowledge base in the
instructional and curricular requirements for students with disabilities
and (b) the complexity of designing instruction to ensure cognitive
access for all students in general education.

At present, few commercially available curricular programs are
designed carefully or systematically enough to enable students with
disabilities to realize their potential or achieve acceptable levels of per-
formance in the general education curriculum without added effort on
the part of the teacher. The six principles described in this volume are
offered as a starting point to assist general educators in their efforts to
provide cognitive access to all students.

The difficulty of adapting inadequately designed curricular mate-
rials, nonetheless, requires a two-pronged initiative. First, if students
with disabilities are to achieve adequately in the general education cur-
riculum, publishers must recognize and address these principles in
programs prior to publication. The number of students who cannot
access general education content easily or adequately continues to
increase; publishers must recognize that students with diverse learning
needs are no longer the exception. Proactive efforts must be made to
provide well-designed materials that honor the knowledge base of
instructional design.

Second, educators must become more knowledgeable in the types
of adaptations that are likely to produce significant effects in student
learning. This working knowledge will serve two purposes: (1) to
allow teachers to evaluate the adequacy of the architecture of instruc-
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FIGURE 6
Determining the Adequacy of the Curriculum

What percentage of children in your class would be able to
perform the skill/strategy, given the existing instruction, at 80%
accuracy or above?

2. Considering the full range of learners in your class, what is the
overall adequacy of the lesson?

1 2 3 4 5

Highly inadequate Highly adequate

3. How confident are you that you could modify the lesson to
make the information learnable for the range of learners in
your class?

1 2 3 4 5

Not confident Somewhat confident Very confident

4. Identify the primary modifications you would make in the
lessons.

tional materials prior to adoption of materials and (2) to be used as a
means of modifying curricular and instructional materials.

The six principles described here are intended to provide educators
with the essential knowledge to make the general education content
accessible to students with disabilities. Ideally, the cognitive ramps and
scaffolds would be part of the original construction, and teachers
would merely have to implement these accommodations. Nonetheless,
educators can do much to increase the cognitive accessibility of content
by attending to the six-principle framework.

As a starting point, we recommend that you answer the questions
presented in Figure 6 to determine the adequacy of your curriculum
and the extent of adaptations that it may be necessary for you to make.
Next, use the six principles to guide your adaptations.
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